PLK Vicwood K.T. Chong Sixth Form College
Evaluation Report on DLG-funded Other Programme (Gifted Education)
2018-2019
<1>
Applicant(Organization)

Mr. Chan Chi Ming (Learning Support Committee)

Domain

Mathematics

Programme Title

High order thinking skills in Mathematics

Objective(s)

To enhance various high order thinking skills in the learning of Mathematics.

Targets

˙

S4 class: ≤ 25 students

(No./level/selection)

˙

S5 class: ≤ 25 students

˙

S6 class: ≤ 25 students

˙

Students nominated by Mathematics teachers of their form based on:
1.

High scores in Mathematics

2.

Interest in Mathematics as observed by teachers

Duration/Start Date and

˙

S4 class: 10 80-minute lessons

Venue

˙

S5 class: 20 80-minute lessons

˙

S6 class: 10 80-minute lessons

on weekdays (after-school session) throughout the year held in classrooms.
Deliverables

Students would be equipped with skills learned to handle Mathematics better

Evaluation

1.

The attendance of all three classes (S4, S5 & S6) are satisfactory
throughout the year (around 90 %).

2.

From the survey administered at the end of the programme, it was found
that participants were generally satisfied with what they learned from
the course (Rating: 4.3/ 5).

3.

Students equipped with skills acquired from the classes performed
better in the subject.

Expenditure

HKD 34,398 (hiring of tutors)
Total: HKD 34,398 (to be charged from the DLG)
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<2>
Applicant(Organization)

Mr. Chan Chi Ming (Learning Support Committee)

Domain

English Language

Programme Title

High order thinking skills in English Language

Objective(s)

To enhance various high order thinking skills in the learning of English
Language

Targets

˙

S4 class: ≤ 25 students

(No./level/selection)

˙

S5 class: ≤ 25 students

˙

S6 class: ≤ 25 students

˙

Students nominated by English teachers of their form based on:
1.

High scores in English Language

2.

Interest in English as observed by teachers

Duration/Start Date and

˙

S4 class: 10 80-minute lessons

Venue

˙

S5 class: 20 80-minute lessons

˙

S6 class: 10 80-minute lessons

on weekdays (after-school session) throughout the year held in classrooms.
Deliverables

Students would be equipped with skills learned to improve their English
proficiency

Evaluation

1.

The attendance of S4, S5 & S6 students are quite satisfactory (around
80%).

2.

From the survey administered at the end of the programme, it was found
that participants were generally satisfied with what they learned from
the course (Rating: 4.4/ 5).

3.

Students equipped with skills acquired from the classes performed
better in the subject.

Expenditure

HKD 35,322 (hiring of tutors)
Total: HKD 35,322 (to be charged from the DLG)
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<3>
Applicant(Organization)

Mr. Chan Chi Ming (Learning Support Committee)

Domain

Various subjects

Programme Title

Programmes for talented students organized by tertiary institutions or
academic organizations

Objective(s)

To broaden students’ perspective in various academic and leadership areas

Targets

˙

S4 to S6: 30 elite students

(No./level/selection)

˙

Students nominated by subject teachers based on:

˙

1.

High scores in the relevant subjects

2.

Interest as observed by teachers

Students can also enroll in the programmes by themselves

Duration/Start Date and

Throughout the year as fixed by tertiary institutions and academic

Venue

organizations

Deliverables

Students satisfactorily complete the programmes / courses taken and are
awarded certificates of attendance.

Evaluation

1.

The scope of programmes selected by students included accounting,

engineering, science and leadership
2.

All students were able to widen their horizons and explore their
academic and other interests after taking the courses or programmes.

3.

Students' motivation to learn was substantially raised as they had a
better understanding of the requirement of tertiary institutions.

4.

Students' social skills improved through interacting with their
counterparts from other secondary schools.

Expenditure

HKD 15,420
Subsidy of course or programme fees and application fees for 6 students.
These programmes included CUHK Summer Programme, OUHK Summer
Programme, HKUST Exploration Programme and HKFYG Leadership
Programme.
Total: HKD 15,420 (to be charged from the DLG)
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<4>
Applicant(Organization)

Mr. Chan Chi Ming (Learning Support Committee)

Domain

Various subjects

Programme Title

Short-term academic courses/workshops, each focusing on a particular topic
of interest to students

Objective(s)

˙

To broaden students’ perspective in various academic areas

˙

To enhance the academic potentials of more capable students

Targets

˙

at least 10 S5/S6 elite students per course/workshop

(No./level/selection)

˙

Nominated by subject teachers + some quota for open enrolment

Duration/Start Date and

Throughout the year as fixed by academic organizations

Venue
Deliverables

Students would get in-depth knowledge in particular topics and develop
stronger interest in related fields of study.

Evaluation

1.

Students were able to gain specific knowledge on certain topics and
showed interest in them.

2.

Expenditure

The feedback from student participants was positive (Rating:

4.6/5).

HKD 15,500
Total: HKD 15,500 (to be charged from the DLG)
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<5>
Applicant(Organization)

Subject panel heads (Subject panels)

Domain

Various academic areas

Programme Title

Training for school teams for academic subjects

Objective(s)

To enhance the academic potentials of the more capable students and
prepare them for external competitions / performances

Targets

˙

30 elite S4, S5 and/or S6 students

(No./level/selection)

˙

Students nominated by related subject panels

Duration/Start Date and

After-school training session(s) throughout the year as fixed by academic

Venue

organizations

Deliverables

Participation in external competitions / performances

Evaluation

1.

Students were better equipped and prepared for the competition.

2.

Students gained more interest than before in the related academic area
through the training sessions and the competitions.

Expenditure

HKD 1,600
Total: HKD 1,600 (to be charged from the DLG)
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